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Experiments have been conducted on DIII–D to address the charge dependence of impu-

rity transport of low-Z impurities and the variation of this dependence on confinement

regime.  These studies are motivated by the observation that the steady-state profiles of vari-

ous low-Z impurities (helium, carbon, and neon) appear to be dependent on both the impurity

mass/charge and confinement mode.  For example, in L–mode and in ELMing H–mode plas-

mas, the concentration (relative to the electron density ) profiles of helium, neon, and carbon

are all nearly constant over the entire plasma radius (i.e., the profiles are similar in shape to

the electron density profile).  In both of these cases, the electron density profile is peaked on-

axis (albeit in ELMing H–mode the peaking is only moderate).  However, in VH–mode plas-

mas, whereas the helium density profile continues to mimic the electron density profile shape,

the carbon and neon profiles are distinctly hollow.  In this case, the electron density profile is

slightly hollow.  The time evolution of the carbon and neon density profiles in a single dis-

charge that has a L–mode, VH–mode, and ELMing H–mode phase clearly indicate that these

profile changes are not consistent with a change in the impurity source at the edge and most

likely are due to changes in the internal transport of the discharge.  These observations sug-

gests that a transition from anomalously dominated transport (with no Z dependence) to

transport with neoclassical-like behavior is occurring as the confinement properties are

improved.

To address these obvious differences in transport behavior of low-Z impurities, experi-

ments to determine the transport coefficients (namely, particle diffusivity and convective

velocity) have been carried out by introducing perturbative gas puffs of helium, nitrogen, and

neon in L–mode, ELMing H–mode, and VH–mode plasmas.  These experiments were care-

fully conducted so that direct comparisons between the various confinement modes should be

possible.  From these experiments, it is apparent from measurements of the decay time of the

injected nitrogen that the impurity confinement time roughly doubles between L–mode and

H–mode and then doubles again between H–mode and VH–mode, which is consistent with

the increase in energy confinement.  Results of the full transport analysis to determine the

transport coefficients will be presented along with an attempt to compare the measured impu-

rity fluxes with those predicted from neoclassical theory.
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